Abstract. Sparse grids have become an important tool to reduce the number of degrees of freedom of discretizations of moderately high-dimensional partial differential equations; however, the reduction in degrees of freedom comes at the cost of an almost dense and unconventionally structured system of linear equations. To guarantee overall efficiency of the sparse grid approach, special linear solvers are required. We present a multigrid method that exploits the sparse grid structure to achieve an optimal runtime that scales linearly with the number of sparse grid points. Our approach is based on a novel decomposition of the right-hand sides of the coarse grid equations that leads to a reformulation in so-called auxiliary coefficients. With these auxiliary coefficients, the right-hand sides can be represented in a nodal point basis on low-dimensional full grids. Our proposed multigrid method directly operates in this auxiliary coefficient representation, circumventing most of the computationally cumbersome sparse grid structure. Numerical results on nonadaptive and spatially adaptive sparse grids confirm that the runtime of our method scales linearly with the number of sparse grid points and they indicate that the obtained convergence factors are bounded independently of the mesh width. 1. Introduction. Many problems in computational science and engineering, e.g., in financial engineering, quantum mechanics, and data-driven prediction, lead to high-dimensional function approximations [23] . We consider here the case where the function is not given explicitly at selected sample points but implicitly as the solution of a high-dimensional partial differential equation (PDE). Standard discretizations on isotropic uniform grids, so-called full grids, become computationally infeasible because the number of degrees of freedom grows exponentially with the dimension. Sparse grid discretizations are a versatile way to circumvent this exponential growth [4] . If the function satisfies certain smoothness assumptions [4, section 3.1] sparse grids reduce the number of degrees of freedom to depend only logarithmically on the dimension; however, the discretization of a PDE on a sparse grid with the (piecewise linear) hierarchical basis results in an almost dense and unconventionally structured system of linear equations. To be computationally efficient solvers must take this structure into account. We develop a multigrid method that exploits the structure of sparse grid discretizations to achieve an optimal runtime that scales linearly with the number of sparse grids points.
1.
Introduction. Many problems in computational science and engineering, e.g., in financial engineering, quantum mechanics, and data-driven prediction, lead to high-dimensional function approximations [23] . We consider here the case where the function is not given explicitly at selected sample points but implicitly as the solution of a high-dimensional partial differential equation (PDE). Standard discretizations on isotropic uniform grids, so-called full grids, become computationally infeasible because the number of degrees of freedom grows exponentially with the dimension. Sparse grid discretizations are a versatile way to circumvent this exponential growth [4] . If the function satisfies certain smoothness assumptions [4, section 3.1] sparse grids reduce the number of degrees of freedom to depend only logarithmically on the dimension; however, the discretization of a PDE on a sparse grid with the (piecewise linear) hierarchical basis results in an almost dense and unconventionally structured system of linear equations. To be computationally efficient solvers must take this structure into account. We develop a multigrid method that exploits the structure of sparse grid discretizations to achieve an optimal runtime that scales linearly with the number of sparse grids points.
Multigrid methods have been extensively studied in the context of sparse grids. They are used either as preconditioners [1, 11, 12, 15, 16] or within real multigrid schemes [2, 3, 6, 26, 33] . We first note that certain problems allow for sparse grid dis-S53 2.1. Sparse grid spaces. Let φ : R → R, with φ(x) = max{1 − |x|, 0}, be the standard hat function. We derive the one-dimensional hierarchical basis function centered at grid point x l,i = i · 3 −l ∈ [0, 1] ⊂ R as φ l,i (x) = φ(3 l x − i), where l ∈ N is the level and i ∈ N the index. We use coarsening by a factor of three purely for technical reasons [21] . All of the following is, however, applicable to other hierarchical schemes, including classical coarsening by a factor of two. With a tensor product, we derive the d-dimensional hierarchical basis function With a given k ∈ N d and index set We also define the index setÎ k = {i ∈Ĩ k | i j ∈ 3N , 1 ≤ j ≤ d} and the hierarchical increments W k spanned byΦ k = {φ k,i | i ∈Î k }. The spaceH k can be represented as direct sumH where we now have a hierarchical representation with the so-called hierarchical coefficients. We call l≤kΦ k the hierarchical basis of the spaceH k . Algorithms to transform between the nodal point (2.3) and the hierarchical (2.5) basis representation are available; see, e.g., [4] . The spaceH k as well as the hierarchical increment W k have full tensor product structure, i.e., Downloaded 01/11/16 to 18.51.1.3. Redistribution subject to SIAM license or copyright; see http://www.siam.org/journals/ojsa.php 
and we thus call them full grid spaces. We define the sparse grid space
where |l| 1 = i l i ; see Figure 1 . The space V (1) has the basis Φ L = l∈LΦ l with
We denote the number of basis functions with N ∈ N. Roughly speaking, the selection L of hierarchical increments leads to an optimal approximation space with respect to the interpolation error in the L 2 norm for functions with bounded mixed derivatives up to order two. We refer to [4] for detailed proofs, properties of sparse grid spaces, and further references.
Sparse grid discretization.
With correspondence to a linear PDE, 1 let
a : V × V → R a bilinear form, and b : V → R a linear form. For the sake of exposition, and without loss of generality, we set b = 0. Note, however, that the following multigrid method is also applicable if b = 0. We obtain with Ritz-Galerkin and the sparse grid space V (1) the system of linear equations
with the sparse grid function u ∈ V (1) and the test functions in Ψ L = Φ L . In the following, we only consider bilinear forms a with a tensor product structure in the sense that 
holds, where a 1 , . . . , a d are the corresponding one-dimensional bilinear forms; see, e.g., [4] . The tensor product structure (2.9) is a key prerequisite for most sparse grid algorithms because it allows us to apply one-dimensional algorithms in each dimension [21, 27] . We also exploit the tensor structure to obtain a computationally efficient method. We can also consider sums of such bilinear forms, for example, the summands of the Laplace operator. We also note that the bilinear forms do not need to be symmetric. This is in contrast to other sparse grid algorithms; see [27, section 2.6]. We also emphasize that the method introduced in [26] does not exploit the product structure (2.9) if present. It thus can naturally cope with PDEs with variable coefficients that do not have such tensor product structure, although, however, only in up to two dimensions.
Multigrid and sparse grids.
Multigrid methods have been shown to be optimal solvers for many systems of linear equations stemming from the discretization of a wide class of PDEs [31] . Optimal means that one iteration has runtime costs that are bounded linearly in the number of degrees of freedom and that the residual is reduced by a (convergence) factor that is bounded independently of the mesh width. We therefore solve our sparse grid system (2.8) with a multigrid method. We specify suitable multigrid ingredients following [26] .
Let us first consider the grid hierarchy. A sparse grid does not have a natural grid hierarchy where coarsening takes place in each direction simultaneously. We therefore define the grid hierarchy of a sparse grid based on the hierarchical subspaces H k ⊂ V (1) , k ∈ L, of the sparse grid space V (1) . There, the grids are coarsened in each direction separately, i.e., semicoarsening; see Figure 1 . We therefore employ the so-called Q-cycle, which traverses all hierarchical subspaces in {H k | k ∈ L} of a sparse grid space by recursively nesting standard V-cycles; see [26] and Figure 2 . An algorithmic formulation and an extension to more than two dimensions can be found in [21] . We select standard grid transfer operators. The prolongation operator P :
, corresponds to linear interpolation. The restriction operator R :H k →H k corresponds to the trivial restriction. In the context of sparse grids and the hierarchical basis, Downloaded 01/11/16 to 18.51.1.3. Redistribution subject to SIAM license or copyright; see http://www.siam.org/journals/ojsa.php these prolongation and restriction operators correspond to hierarchization and dehierarchization, respectively [4, 21, 26] .
We then define the systems of linear equations on the coarse grids as proposed in [26] . For each hierarchical subspaceH k , i.e., for each coarse grid, the sparse grid space V (1) is split into (2.10)
whereĤ k is the direct sum of all hierarchical increments of the sparse grid space V (1) that are not contained inH k ; see (2.6). We then obtain the coarse grid equations corresponding toH k as
with the decomposition u =ũ k +û k and the componentsũ k ∈H k andû k ∈Ĥ k . We set Ψ k =Φ k .
Problem formulation.
The three multigrid ingredients introduced in the previous section define a multigrid method that is applicable to systems of linear equations stemming from sparse grid discretizations. On each coarse grid corresponding to a hierarchical subspace, a relaxation sweep has to be performed for the corresponding system (2.11). Since the functionũ k is an element of the full grid spaceH k , it can be represented in a nodal point basis (2.3). Thus, standard relaxation schemes are applicable if the right-hand side a(û k , ψ k,t ) is provided; however, the right-hand side is still represented in the hierarchical basis, i.e.,
If we also had a nodal point basis representation for the right-hand side, the support of the test function ψ k,t would intersect with the support of a few basis functions in its neighborhood only. Thus, it would be cheap to compute with stencils; however, since we have a hierarchical basis, the test function ψ k,t reaches to many basis functions centered all over the spatial domain Ω. A straightforward implementation to evaluate the sum (2.12) would lead to a multigrid algorithm with runtime costs scaling quadratically with the number of sparse grid points N . We therefore require a different representation of (2.12) that allows us to derive algorithms to perform a multigrid cycle with costs bounded linearly in the number of grid points N .
3. Hierarchical ANOVA-like decomposition. We propose to represent the right-hand sides of the coarse grid equations as linear combinations of a nodal point basis with so-called auxiliary coefficients. The representation is based on a hierarchical dimensionwise decomposition of the sparse grid solution function, which is developed in section 3.1. The decomposition is applied to the system of linear equations in section 3.2 and the linear combination of the nodal point basis with the auxiliary coefficients is derived in section 3.3.
Decomposition of the sparse grid space and sparse grid function.
Let L contain the levels of the hierarchical increments of the d-dimensional sparse grid space V (1) of level ; see (2.7). We consider the hierarchical subspaceH k ⊂ V (1) with k ∈ L and define the index sets i.e.,
Proof. It follows from definition (3.1) that the sets L with level in L, the sum (3.3) of the spaces (3.2) has to be equal to the sparse grid space as in (3.3). Note that, for the empty set ∅ ⊂ D, we haveH Figure 3 shows the spaces (3.1) for the two-dimensional sparse grid space of level five. The decomposition (3.3) allows us to represent a sparse grid function u ∈ V (1) as
Let us compare our decomposition (3.3) with the decomposition (2.10) used for the multigrid methods in, e.g., [3, 22, 26] . The first summand in (3.3) is equal toH k and the sum of all other terms is equal toĤ k in the decomposition (2.10). Thus, our decomposition (3.3) can be seen as a more fine-grained decomposition than (2.10). Furthermore, the corresponding sparse grid function representation (3.4) is similar to high-dimensional model representations or ANOVA decompositions [5, 20, 29, 32] . There is a close connection between ANOVA and sparse grids that has been thoroughly Downloaded 01/11/16 to 18.51.1.3. Redistribution subject to SIAM license or copyright; see http://www.siam.org/journals/ojsa.php studied in, e.g., [7, 9, 20] . In contrast to these previous works, however, we have a hierarchical decomposition that depends on the hierarchical subspaceH k . This dependence lets us control the representation of the component functions (3.5) .
Consider the component u 
which contains the indices of the basis functions spanningH k , where all components in directions j ∈ N are fixed to the corresponding components in t. We might think of this as slicing a d-dimensional full grid at grid point x k,t along the directions in N . With this definition, we state the following lemma. 
We first note that t of (3.6) is set to 1 in (3.7) without any loss of generality because (3.7) is independent of ξ j with j ∈ N . The transformation from the definition of u
nodal point basis in directions in D\N follows with the tensor product structure (2.1) and property (2.4) of the basis functions. The reordering to (3.7) holds because the basis functions of level k j for j ∈ D\N do not depend on the level l ∈ L N k anymore.
Decomposition of the bilinear form.
We now consider the system of linear equations (2.11) corresponding to the hierarchical subspaceH k of the sparse grid space V (1) . We can evaluate a(u, ψ k,t ) at u ∈ V (1) and at a test function ψ k,t ∈ Ψ k by evaluating the bilinear form at each component u N k of u. We therefore have 
Proof. The transformation follows from Lemma 3.2 and the tensor product structure of the bilinear form (2.9).
The representation (3.9) allows us to evaluate a(u N k , ψ k,t ) by invoking the hierarchical basis only in directions j ∈ N . In all other directions j ∈ D \N , basis functions of level k j are sufficient. In particular, in all directions j ∈ D \ N , the basis functions and the test functions are of the same level k j . We can thus think of evaluating the bilinear form on a low-dimensional full grid of dimension d − |N | in the directions j ∈ D \ N .
Auxiliary coefficients.
We now derive auxiliary coefficients that allow us to represent a component a(u N k , ψ k,t ) of the bilinear form (3.8) in the nodal point basis of level k in directions D \ N . For that, we define the auxiliary coefficients (3.10) r
corresponding to the hierarchical subspaceH k . We note that r ∅ k,ξ ∈ R is the coefficient corresponding to the basis function φ k,ξ of the nodal point representation of u
With the auxiliary coefficients (3.10) and Lemma 3.3, we obtain
This means that the component a(u N k , ψ k,t ) is represented in a nodal point basis of dimension d − |N | and of level k with the coefficients (3.10). Thus, if the auxiliary coefficients for each component of the decomposition (3.8) are available, the bilinear form a(u, ψ k,t ) can be evaluated for each test function ψ k,t ∈ Ψ k with
This representation involves only basis functions of level k centered at the full grids corresponding to the index setsĨ
with N ⊆ D. Hence, the sparse grid structure and the hierarchical basis are hidden in the auxiliary coefficients.
Hierarchical multigrid method based on auxiliary coefficients.
The auxiliary coefficient representation (3.11) of the coarse grid equation (2.11) depends on the hierarchical subspaceH k , i.e., on the current grid level. Thus, the auxiliary coefficients have to be updated after a grid transfer. We discuss in sections 4.1 and 4.2 that the auxiliary coefficients have a hierarchical structure that can be exploited to construct the coarse grid equations without recomputing the coefficients from scratch. We then show in section 4.3 that this leads to a sparse grid multigrid solver with optimal costs, i.e., runtime and storage costs scaling linearly with the number of sparse grid points. Downloaded 01/11/16 to 18.51.1.3. Redistribution subject to SIAM license or copyright; see http://www.siam.org/journals/ojsa.php 4.1. Hierarchical structure of auxiliary coefficients. We first show that the hierarchization of the auxiliary coefficients removes the dependency on hierarchical coefficients corresponding to hierarchically lower basis functions, and then we discuss the relationship between the auxiliary coefficients corresponding to two different hierarchical subspaces, i.e., to two different grids of the grid hierarchy.
Consider the auxiliary coefficient r N k,ξ for N ⊆ D corresponding to the hierarchical subspaceH k of the sparse grid space V (1) . The coefficient r N k,ξ is already hierarchized in directions j ∈ N where the hierarchical basis is used; however, in all other directions j ∈ D \ N , the hierarchical basis is evaluated at the grid points such that it becomes dehierarchized; cf. (2.4). We hierarchize the auxiliary coefficient r N k,ξ in a direction q ∈ D \N with the standard stencils; see [4, 21] for details. The hierarchized auxiliary coefficients evaluate only hierarchical basis functions of level k q in direction q. Thus, we obtain the hierarchized auxiliary coefficient
where the sum is restricted to levels with l q = k q . Note that the indices t j , j ∈ N , in (4.1) are defined through the index ξ; see (3.10). The hierarchized coefficient (4.1) is independent of the hierarchical coefficients with l q < k q . For the sake of exposition, we do not add another index tor N k,ξ to indicate the direction in which it is hierarchized but instead always explicitly state the direction in the text. Now letH k be the hierarchical subspace with level k and letH k be the subspace
The following theorem shows that the hierarchical structure can be exploited to represent an auxiliary coefficient corresponding toH k as linear combination of dehierarchized and hierarchized auxiliary coefficients corresponding toH k . Thus, an auxiliary coefficient at a coarse grid can be computed from the auxiliary coefficients at the fine grid. Corollary 4.2 shows that the same holds for the inverse direction, i.e., from the coarse grid to the fine grid. The following theorem and its corollary are the key ingredients to derive an efficient updating algorithm for the auxiliary coefficients in the following section. 
Proof. This corollary follows immediately from Theorem 4.1
Updating algorithm.
In this section, we give an algorithmic formulation to compute the auxiliary coefficients corresponding to the hierarchical subspaceH k ,
from the coefficients of spaceH k . The following algorithm only considers coarsening the grid in direction q. The grid can be refined by performing the inverse operations as shown in Corollary 4.2.
We consider an in-place storage scheme for the auxiliary coefficients. Thus, we have only one array [r] N for each N ⊆ D and do not store the auxiliary coefficients of different grid levels in separate arrays. We then formulate Algorithm 1, which updates the auxiliary coefficients stored in the in-place storage arrays fromH k toH k . The key ingredient is Theorem 4.1, which is applied in each direction separately. In direction q, the auxiliary coefficients only change on level k q − 1. We only need a for loop over the auxiliary coefficients. In all other directionsq ∈ D \ {q}, the coefficients change on all coarse grid levels kq − 1, . . . , 1 and thus the update has to be performed on each coarse grid level separately. This requires an additional for loop that processes one level at a time.
In each direction, the auxiliary coefficients at the coarse grid points are updated with (4.2). Note that we do not have to change or copy the coefficients if q ∈ N because of Theorem 4.1 and the in-place storage scheme. At the fine grid points, the coefficients are hierarchized to remove the dependency on the hierarchically lower hierarchical coefficients, which might change during a relaxation sweep; see section 4.1. A visualization of the coarse and fine grid points can be found in Figure 4. 
Runtime and storage complexity.
We show that the runtime of Algorithm 1 scales linearly with the number of grid points N k of the hierarchical subspacẽ H k . This result is then used to prove that the runtime costs of one multigrid cycle, i.e., of one Q-cycle, of our multigrid method with the auxiliary coefficient representation scale linearly with the number of sparse grid points N . Proof. We first note that the update of one auxiliary coefficient with (4.2) has constant runtime and that one auxiliary coefficient can be hierarchized by applying a stencil; see [4, 21] . Thus, to analyze the runtime of the algorithm, it is sufficient to count the number of auxiliary coefficients that are either updated or hierarchized.
First consider direction q, where the for loop in line 4 in Algorithm 1 iterates over all 2 d subsets N ⊆ D and in each iteration the auxiliary coefficients are either updated or hierarchized. Since there are at most 
Test functions at coarse grid points 16 : 
grid points, and we again have a linear runtime in N k . Overall, Algorithm 1 has runtime costs of Proof. First, evaluating (3.11) has runtime costs of O (1) for one test function ψ k,t ∈ Ψ k because the sum has 2 d components and each component can be evaluated by applying a stencil to the auxiliary coefficients. Thus, one relaxation sweep at the grid corresponding to the hierarchical subspaceH k is in O(N k ) and thus linear in the number of grid points, if the auxiliary coefficients are given. Second, no setup phase is required because the Q-cycle of the first multigrid iteration is started at the coarsest grid corresponding toH [1,...,1] with the auxiliary coefficients set to zero. Third, each hierarchical subspace is passed by the Q-cycle c times, where c is a Downloaded 01/11/16 to 18.51.1.3. Redistribution subject to SIAM license or copyright; see http://www.siam.org/journals/ojsa.php constant independent of the sparse grid level . We thus only have to count the number of grid points (coarse and fine points) that are processed by one Q-cycle.
A Q-cycle passes through all hierarchical subspaces of a sparse grid space. The number of grid points O(3 |k|1 ) of a hierarchical subspaceH k is of the same order as that of an hierarchical increment W l , where
Furthermore, the number of subspaces equals the number of increments. According to (2.6), the union of the grid points of all hierarchical increments is the set of the sparse grid points of size N and thus the union of the grid points of the hierarchical subspace also has to have size O(N ). This shows that the coarse grid points, which are included in the subspaces but not in the increments, are asymptotically negligible.
We thus have shown that a Q-cycle processes O(N ) grid points per iteration. Since we know that a relaxation sweep in the auxiliary coefficient representation as well as the update of the auxiliary coefficients is linear in the number of grid points, it follows that the overall runtime of one Q-cycle iteration of our multigrid method is linear in the number of sparse grid points N .
We finally consider the storage requirements of our multigrid method based on the auxiliary coefficients. Our in-place storage scheme introduced in section 4.2 requires one array [r] N for each N ⊆ D of size N . Thus, the storage costs are O(2 d · N ), linear in the number of sparse grids. We emphasize that this is a very conservative estimate because most auxiliary coefficients have a very small absolute value, so it is not necessary to store them [10, 13, 14] .
Numerical results.
We present numerical runtime and convergence results of our multigrid method for nonadaptive and adaptive sparse grids in sections 5.1 and 5.2, respectively. The multigrid performance of our method, i.e., runtime scaling linearly with the number of degrees of freedom and convergence factor bounded independently of mesh width, are shown with multidimensional Helmholtz and convectiondiffusion problems. We also show that the Q-cycle is well suited for anisotropic problems.
In all examples, two Gauss-Seidel relaxation sweeps are performed on each grid level. Following the comment in section 4.3, auxiliary quantities are stored only if their absolute value is above 10 −14 . This does not impact the overall accuracy behavior of the sparse grid solution; see Figure 8 (a). We finally note that we employ sparse grids with coarsening by a factor of three and emphasize that a grid with coarsening by a factor of three on level has distinctly more grid points than a grid with coarsening by a factor of two on the same level . Thus, for a better comparison, we report not only the level in our numerical examples but also the number of sparse grid points.
Nonadaptive sparse grids.
In this section, we consider sparse grids without adaptive refinement. Let Ω = (0, 1) d be the spatial domain. We then define the multidimensional Helmholtz problem
where we set λ = 2π √ d − 1 + 1 and
sin (x j π) .
Note that the parameter λ changes with the dimension d of the spatial domain. Note further that u = g h holds. The multigrid method in [26] is not applicable to this problem in more than two dimensions. We discretize the PDE (5.1) on two-(levels four to six), three-(levels four to six), and four-dimensional (levels three to four) sparse grids and then solve the corresponding system of linear equations with our multigrid method based on the auxiliary coefficient representation. The convergence results are plotted in Figure 5 and do not show a significant dependence on the mesh width, i.e., on the number of grid points. We only require four Q-cycles to reduce the maximum norm of the residual to 10 −8 and below.
Consider now a multidimensional convection-diffusion equation
We note that the multigrid method introduced in [26] is not applicable to this problem because of the convection term. We discretize the problem again on two-, three-, and four-dimensional sparse grids and solve the corresponding system with our multigrid method. The convergence behavior is shown in Figure 6 . Again, the results indicate a convergence factor that is bounded independently of the mesh width. Next, we consider anisotropic Laplace problems
with ∈ {10, 100, 1000} ⊂ R. Anisotropic problems cannot be efficiently treated with standard multigrid components [31] . One option to recover multigrid performance is semicoarsening. Our multigrid method uses the Q-cycle, which employs semicoarsening to reach the grids of all hierarchical subspaces of the sparse grid space. Thus, our method should be robust with respect to anisotropy. The convergence results reported in Figure 7 show that this is indeed the case. Our method retains the same convergence behavior independent of the mesh width and the parameter .
We finally consider the runtime of our multigrid method. In Theorem 4.4, we showed that the runtime of one multigrid cycle scales linearly with the number of degrees of freedom N . Figure 8 
Adaptive sparse grids.
We consider the Helmholtz problem (5.1) and discretize it on adaptively refined sparse grids. The grid is dynamically refined during the multigrid cycles.
We perform up to 10 refinement steps. In each step, we refine the sparse grid points corresponding to the hierarchical coefficients with the largest absolute values. This is a standard refinement criterion in the context of sparse grids [4] . Besides the neighbors of the grid points, we also include certain auxiliary grid points which are required to obtain a valid sparse grid structure. In particular, all hierarchical ancestors have to be created; see [28] for details. With those additional points, we avoid hanging nodes [31] . In Figure 9 (a), the two-dimensional Helmholtz problem on an adaptive sparse grid after six refinement steps is shown. A three-dimensional refined sparse grid is plotted in Figure 9 (b). Figure 10 shows the convergence behavior of our multigrid method on adaptive sparse grids. We refine the first 40 grid points with the largest absolute hierarchical coefficient. The plots indicate that the residual is reduced with a constant factor bounded independently of the number of refinements. A worse convergence for adaptive compared to nonadaptive sparse grids is obtained; however, this is usually compensated in the overall runtime because a distinctly smaller number of degrees Downloaded 01/11/16 to 18.51.1.3. Redistribution subject to SIAM license or copyright; see http://www.siam.org/journals/ojsa.php of freedom is required to reach a given discretization error; see [31, section 9.4.2] . In Table 1 , we report the convergence factors corresponding to the homogeneous Helmholtz problem following [31, section 2.5.2]. The adaptive sparse grid is generated with Helmholtz problem (5.1) and stored. The homogeneous Helmholtz problem, with boundary u |∂Ω = 0, is then discretized on the adapted sparse grid and initialized with a random start solution. The convergence factors shown in Table 1 are the geometric means of the factors obtained between multigrid cycle 15 and 20, as suggested in [31, section 2.5.2]. The solution is rescaled after each multigrid cycle to avoid problems with numerical precision. The convergence factors stabilize after the first few refinements to a constant value. Figure 11 shows the runtime of one multigrid cycle in case of adaptively refined sparse grids. The results confirm that the runtime of our method scales linearly with the number of degrees of freedom, also in the case of adaptive sparse grids.
Conclusions and outlook.
We presented a multigrid method that exploits the unconventional structure of systems of linear equations stemming from sparse grid discretizations of multidimensional PDEs. The key ingredient was a reformulation of the right-hand sides of the coarse grid equations. We developed a hierarchical ANOVA-like decomposition of the sparse grid solution function and derived so-called auxiliary coefficients. These coefficients hide the computationally cumbersome sparse grid structure and so allowed us to represent the right-hand sides in a nodal point basis on low-dimensional full grids. We then showed that the auxiliary coefficients can be computed during grid transfer with linear costs. This then led to our sparse grid multigrid method with runtime costs bounded linearly in the number of sparse grid points. We demonstrated our method with multidimensional Helmholtz and Downloaded 01/11/16 to 18.51.1.3. Redistribution subject to SIAM license or copyright; see http://www.siam.org/journals/ojsa.php S69 convection-diffusion problems. Our method achieved convergence factors bounded independently of the mesh width, also for anisotropic problems. In case of spatially adaptive sparse grids, we could confirm that the factors are bounded independently of the number of refinement steps.
Future work could follow two directions. First, the presented multigrid method employs the auxiliary coefficient representation only from an algorithmic point of view; however, the coefficients have a rich structure that reflects the properties of the PDE [10, 13, 14] . This structure could be used to select only a few auxiliary coefficients and thus to adapt the discretization to the PDE. This would introduce another approximation, but it could also significantly speed up the runtime. Second, we introduced the auxiliary coefficients in the context of our multigrid method, but the concept of the auxiliary coefficients is more general. It could be applied to other sparse grid algorithms used in, e.g., data-driven problems. There the optimization problems can often be related to elliptic PDEs and thus could be discretized with the auxiliary coefficients too [24, 28] .
